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Significance of the Study
One cannot assvime that all persons who ccme for help with
problems In personal and social adjvistment can or should be
treated In group, but a large number of persons and, especially
children, can be helped only through groups. In fact the younger
the child Is, the more suitable Is group therapy for him unless
there are specific counter Indications.^
Particularly provocative are the diagnostic and therapeutic
potentialities In group activities for children. When an In¬
dividual becomes a member of an organized group, the usual re¬
actions of the Individual undergo a change. In an organized
group, one has to consider, first, the Individual members,
secondly, the leaders, the group goal, or group Idea; and third¬
ly, the pattern of relationship between the Individual and mem¬
ber, and between the members and the leader.
A mere collection of people does not constitute an or¬
ganized group until certain interpersonal patterns are established.
There Is a tendency for people to form gro\;ps which become In¬
tegrated through a cbmmori idea, motive or goal, and certain
2
emotions contribute to group formation. By and large. It Is an
^S. R. Slavson, The Practice of Group Therapy (New York,
N. Y. 19ij-7)» P* 22.
^Nathan W. Ackerman, "Group Therapy from Viewpoint of a




error to speak of ”the group” as an entity In therapy. It is
always the individual and not the group as suoh that remains
the center of the therapists* attention. The group Is merely a
means for activating the individual and supplying the kind of
experience that helps modify feelings and attitudes; to consider
the grotp as a treatment focus ins'tead of a treatment tool, mis-,
leads one as to the aim and means of therapy.^
Basically, the environment aid relationships in a therapy
group are free aid permissive, in order to counteract the in-
hibltive and restraining pressures in a child's past experiences,
and to dispel from the more disturbed children an over-powering
fear of their iinpulses. In some instances, the pre'^ssxires of
their sv5)er-ego must be relaxed before they can discharge sup¬
pressed hostilities.
In September of 1950» there was inaugurated at the North-
2
side Center for Child Development, Inc., New York City, an ex¬
perimental group therapy program. Prior to this time at the
Center, all therapy was handled on an individual basis by staff
psychiatrists and lay-therapists, and it became ^parent that to
some of the children, personal contacts with therapists in in¬
dividual treatment sessions Were too threatening. At the same
time, some of these same children had shown the capacity to in¬
dulge in activities with other children. Others entered
^S. R. Slavson, An Introduction to Group Therapy (New York,
N. Y. 19l|.5)» P* V. See also, J. L. Moreno, Group Psychotherapy
(New York, N. Y. pp. II8-I9.
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Hereafter referred to as the Center.
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individusl therapy with particular types of behavior problems,
and even thou^ they were able to relate to the therapists,
their problems never came to the surface dxoring Individual ses¬
sions. There were some children who resisted coming to the Center
for treatment or their attendance was very sporatic; and the in-
/
ducement of group activity as an additional therapeutic service
was thought in^jortant and a motivating factor for attendance.
Finally, there was the type of child who responded favorably to
individual therapy but was still having difficulty in relation¬
ships with his peers; and it was felt that group therapy would
be of great aid in helping him.
The aim of the group therapy program at the Center was to
help each individual child work out his problem in a group set¬
ting. The first group which was started in September of I95O
was handled jointly by two of the staff psychiatrists, both of
whom were very much interested in such an experimental program.
After the first year with this experimental group, it was felt
that in order to understand the best application of group therapy
s
work, it mi^t be better that the first group formed in September
1950 carried by another therapist, and the two psychiatrists,
who had worked with the initial group, start with another of a
different age level. In September of 195^* two adclitional
groups were started, each having seven boys.
The first and original group met on Mondays for one hour
under the leadership of Dr. Dorothy Case and Dr. Angel Miranda;
the second group met on Wednesdays for one hour under the leader¬
ship of Dr. Stella Chess and Dr. Angel Miranda; and the third.
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on Fridays for one hour under the leadership of Mrs. Mildred
Burgtim and Dr. Angel Miranda, providing each group with a female
and male therapist at the same time. The parents or guardians
of the boys participating in the various groups were also re¬
ceiving treatment services from the psychiatric caseworkers on
the clinical staff.
The experimental group therapy program was conducted in the
largest of the three therapy rooms. It was well lighted with
windows on two sides; and consisted of one large table with a
chair for each member. Shelves and closets for the storage of
toys and other materials were available. This room also had a
one way screen for observation of the program. There was a
water faucet and bowl, but no adjoining lavatory.
Toys and materials included clay, water paints, finger
paints, crayons, foam animals, stuffed or rubber dolls for repre¬
sentation of various family members, toy furniture including
bathroom sets, blackboards and chalk, bouncing balls, punching
bags, checkers, chess, darts Sets, play guns, bowling sets and
many other games. One therapist had a tape recorder which was
available to the groups. Crafts were possible dxorlng the ses¬
sions. The setting provided a ’'permissive atmosphere" in which
the boys could play, work or fight.
Spontaneous self-expression was encouraged in a non-directive
manner, with restrictions kept at a minimum. The activity ses¬
sions, an hour in length took place within this specific room.
The therapists and the boys were not to harm one another; and
clinical property was not to be destroyed or used in place of
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toys. The beys ecu Id do whatever they wished with the toys ex¬
cept remove them from the room. la discussing limitations» the
therapists placed the responsibility for their origin on the
clinic thereby leaving out any personal authority or criticism,
but shared with the boys, the need to accept the regularities.
The meetings were mostly activity sessions with the two thera¬
pists giving a considerable amount of interpretation. The writer
became interested in this method of treatment after attending a
lecture on grovp therapy at one of the clinic staff meetings and
hoped that this study would help towards an understanding of
group therapy for children.
Purpose of the Study
The study purposed to describe an experimental group therapy
program in terms of how it was set vp in the Center, the criteria
iised to select menhers for the groxps, and the problems presented.
It also described the individuals activities in the groups, the
participants and the relationships of the members of the groups
to the therapists and visa versa, and finally, gave some ap¬
praisal of the group therapy experience.
Method of Procedure
Data for the study were obtained from both individual and
groip therapy records according to a schedule. The total, number
of participants in the experimental program was studied. Peri¬
odical conferences were held with persons handling the program.
The writer personally observed group therapy sessions through a
one way observation screen located in the room adjoining the
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therapy room. Conferences were held with caseworkers responsible
for treatment services with parents or guardians of the children
In group therapy program. In addition, pertinent literature
published and unpublished was used as a way of better understand¬
ing th!^ subject and as a background of knowledge.
Scope and Limitations
This study was restricted to a description of the experi¬
mental grovg) therapy program at the Northslde Center for Child
Development Inc., New York, New York. It Is of necessity con¬
fined to the three experimental therapy groups, from September
1950 through January 1952» The study la also limited to writer's
evaluative remarks on what he read and observed.
CHAPTER II
Development and Progress of Group I
The chief and common value of the group la that It permits
acting out of Instinctual drives which la accelerated by the
catalytic effect of the other members* There Is less caution
and more abandonment of feelings In a group where the members
find support In one another and the fear of self-revelation Is
strikingly reduced. As a result, children reveal their feelings
more easily, and therapy Is speeded up. Defenses are diminished,
and the permissiveness of the total environment and the example
set by others allow each child to ”let go” with decreased self-
protective restraint. Although groups lessen the defenses of
adults as well, this Is particularly true of children and ado¬
lescents* At the same time. It brings children face to face with
their problems early in treatment. The friendly group climate
ard mutual acceptance do not require them to be on the defensive.
But release and abreaction are not enough. Therapy must find
means to reintegrate the personality, re-shape attitudes, plus
give children means for dealing with their problems In new ways.^
Basis for Group Membership
Group I of the experimental therapy program at the Center
consisted of seven boys, and all except one member was of ado¬
lescent age. The youngest was ten and a half years old and was




two years younger than the next boy In age. Pour of these boys
were Spanish, and the other three were Negroes. AH members of
the group had shown some "overt behavior problem, but their be-
/
havlor in the group did not have a direct relationship to their
outside behavior." No psychotic children were included, and
their diagnoses were "mainly neurotic behavior disorder with
psychopathic personality in two cases." There was a wide variety
of personality types, including healthy, hyperactive, and with-
drawn. Family attitudes varied from overprotectlve to grossly
under protected. All except one of the children were under the
care individually of a staff psychiatrist.
After these boys had undergone a period of individual thera¬
py, they were selected cr recommended for the groi;qp by the person
who saw them in Individual therapy according to the nature of
their problem or their reaction to individual treatment. In
several cases, individual sessions were discontinued, but in
most cases, they continued in addition to grov^) therapy. One
boy found the group too threatening and left to continue in in¬
dividual therapy. Another boy drifted away for no apparent
reason; he had been previoiisly discharged from individual thera¬
py as moderately Improved. The other five boys became the stable
members of the first group.
The first member of Group, I was "A”, a thirteen year old
boy who was referred to the Center because of difficulty he was
having in school. He acted silly; picked on girls, was restless
and noisy in class, and did poorly in his school work. In ad¬
dition, A’s mother reported strong sibling rivalry and said that
9
he was disobedient at home.
Case A
A was born in Puerto Rico, had been in this country
only four years at the time he was referred to the Center,
and was having difficulty in adjusting to this new culture.
A*s father died when he was an infant; his mother worked to
support him and his half-sister, while A received substi¬
tute care of varied nature.' At the time the A family was
receiving services at, the. Center, they were living in one
room with resultant lack of privacy. Mrs. A tried to
discipline A throu^ deprivation and punishment which
proved futile. Medical examinations showed A to be over¬
weight with vision below normal. A's I. Q. was 72, but his
test performance was uneven. Inconsistent and suggestive of
personality disturbance. He had a language difficulty due
to his Spanish background and was retarded in both reading
and arithmetic. A was diagnosed as having a severe be¬
havior disorder and therapy and remedial work were recom¬
mended.
*
When seen in individual therapy for a period of four months,
A formed an excellent relationship to the therapist and accepted
graciously any suggestion or Interpretation the therapist of¬
fered. After the fourth month, he reported no dreams, and his
outside behavior had Inproved. The sessions from this time on
were used for discussions and ventilation of A's feelings towards
his half-sister. Althou^ he made excellent gains, A was still
extremely threatened and showed quite a bit of preoccupation.
During A's last few sessions of individual therapy, the time was
spent with two other small boys in a competitive situation which
he handled extremely well. He seemed quite tolerant of these
boys, encouraged, and gave the necessary information to them
when it was Indicated. This type of relationship with these two
children Indicated that A had made very good gains; and it was
recomn^nded that A be placed in tbs therapy group the following
10
fall.
Meanwhile Mrs. A was receiving treatment services from a
caseworker on the staff at the same time that A was being seen
at the Center. She was able to form a good relationship and to
use supportive and manipulative casework help. Mrs. A felt that
A*s behavior had improved both at home and in school as a result
of having come to the Center.
The second boy a thirteen year old, was referred be¬
cause of his behavior and difficulty in school. He was always
hitting the other children, played pranks on them, was diso¬
bedient, and would curse and fight.
B was born in Puerto Rico and was the only boy of six
children. His family consisted of his step-father, his
half-sister and his mother. When Mrs. B came to the United
States, she left B behind with his step-father whom he dis¬
liked, but he rejoined his mother in New York two years
later at the age five. For B, coming to America in¬
volved a new language, new habits and new demands, and he
was a thorotighly confused child who never knew what was
expected of him in school. At the same time, he was re¬
ceived with hostility and rejection at home in an almost
female environment. B*s medical examination showed a
systolic murmur and an undescended right testical. B had
an I. Q. of 107 and showed withdrawal, loneliness and a
great need for maternal affection. He was diagnosed as
having neurotic personality disorder, and therapy and re¬
medial work was recommended. His prognosis was considered
favorable.
B was seen nineteen times in individual therapy with the
aims of treatment directed toward forming a meaningful, non-,
rejecting, consistent relationship with an adult person. After
a few sessions, the therapist was of the opinion that B was be¬
coming more free in expressing his self-assertive, aggressive
behavior because it was permitted in a non-critical atmosphere
where the adult person in authority was consistent in his
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handling•
There was a marked Improvement in B»s school conduct, and
his behavior in the playroom became a little freer. B was able
to allow another child who received therapy the hour before him,
to stay a few minutes and play with him. They seemed to have be¬
come good friends; and as they played. It was evideht that B was
accepting of the other youngster and did not show hostility
towards him. B became quite attached to the paternal figure; and
quite frequently saw in the therapist not only a doctor, but also
a person who could perform magic. Moreover,the therapist felt
that B would benefit from a group experience.
Mrs. B was simultaneously participating in a casework re¬
lationship, and her contacts with the Center were quite positive.
She kept regular bi-weekly appointments, with few exceptions, was
very cooperative, followed suggestions and placed her confidence
in the worker.
The third boy ”0”, was a twelve and one-half year old young¬
ster of Negro background who also was having difficulties at home.
C stole money from his mother and from other children in the
neighborhood. He had been unable to get along with other children
and would talk to no one.
Case C
C was born in New York City and was the second of foxjr
children. He came from a family in which the father was
thirty-one years older than his mother, and the parents had
been separated for three years at the time C came to the
Center, Mrs, C attempted to handle C’s Incidents of steal¬
ing by preaching or severe punishment. She had tied C to
the bed, whipped him, and had also passed his hands unffer a
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lighted oven. In addition, his mother had threatened him
with placement in a home and subsequent separation from
the family. The C family was both economically and emo¬
tionally deprived and was held together by mutual fear of
the maternal figure. Medical examination showed C to be
in good physical condition, and he was given advice on
body care and personal hygiene. C tested at an average in¬
telligence level, but during the testing situation, he
evidenced a tremendous amount of indecision and caution.
G would engage in meaningless compulsive behavior whenever
anxiety was aroused. He was diagnosed as anxiety neurosis
and direct treatment was recommended. Prognosis, however,
was considered guarded with reservation.
C was seen for five months in Individual therapy. He was
paralyzed in his intellectual functioning, therefore, the, aim of
therapy was to modify his behavior from its present level of
being totally defensive against anxiety, to one of spontaneous
use of his potentialities. In the first nine sessions, oonver-
m
satlon was impossible because of the brevity of C's response.
Games were used, and for the most part, silence prevailed. It
was difficult for the therapist to determine whether therapeutic
relationship was proceeding or was merely automatic submission.
The therapist thought it would be of great value to transfer C
to group therapy where it would be possible to observe and at-
tenpt to transform his relationship with his peers.
Mrs. C was being seen also as a part of the treatment of C.
She was very Irregular in keeping her appointments and later ex¬
pressed a feeling of hopelessness in relation to her situation
with C, conveyed indifference toward him. Prom this point on,
she discontinued her contacts with the Center.
••D”, the fourth boy, was a thirteen year old Puerto Rican
boy who was also having school conflicts. His problems were in
reading and in disruptive behavior in the classroom. He was
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very restless and was continuously annoying other children.
Case D
D was born In New York City, but his mother died when
he was four years old. Soon after, his father remarried
and D lived with his father and stepmother, but there never
was any affection for his stepmother oh hla part. Medical -
examination shewed that D had need .for dental care and cor¬
rection of a bad case of athletes foot. D scored an I. Q.
of 95* which was considered minimal due to his uneven per¬
formance. He was retarded three years In reading and
arithmetic and also had language confusion. D felt re¬
jected and mistreated, by a very powerful female figure
against whom he could not fight. D was diagnosed as a
child with neurotic behavior and language confusion. Direct
treatment and remedial wer k was recommended, but the prog-
nos Is was good.
D was seen for seven months In Individual therapy and be¬
haved In the play therapy sessions like an over-controlled good
child. He continued along these lines for quite sometime only
releasing hostile feelings In an acceptable way by punching the
bag or competitive shooting dart guns with the therapist. D
made very good use of Individual therapy and showed a great deal
of pride In himself and his achievements as an Individual* The
therapist thought that the group situation would offer D an
opportunity to assert himself more sensibly and that D would be
an excellent stabilizing Influence on the other members*
D's father was to. receive services, but did not keep ap¬
pointments. He seemed to be very threatened by the possibility
of having any part In,D's difficulties, and requested that the
caseworker not contact him. It was his opinion that D had not
benefited from his contacts with the Center.
The fifth boy "E”, was a thirteen year old Negro youngster
who could not adjust to school routine and was referred for
stealing, associating with delinquents and general unmanageable
behavior.
Case E
E was born in New York City, and his home life was
such that his mother varied from being protective to being
completely disgusted with him. , Mrs. E had made several
attempts to have him placed in a home. Mr. E had had many
prison incarcerations, and E had latent hostility towards
him. His mother regarded E as a nuisance and had no close
relationship with him. There was one sibling four years
old in the home. Medical examination found E to have a
systolic heart murmur and athletes foot. E scored an I. Q.
of 102 which was average intelligence. He exhibited con¬
crete planned behavior intended to avoid anxiety arousing
situations followed by impulsive aggresslvity with little
concern for social expectations. E had strong dependency
needs which were not being satisfied in his environment.
He was given a differential diagnosis which was between
psychopathic personality and neurotic behavior disorder.
Direct treatment was recommended with guarded prognosis.
E attended individual therapy for about seven months and
in treatment he was stated to have shown a capacity to relate,
excellent organization ability, creative use of play material as
well as a capacity for responsiveness and initiative. E went to
camp the first summer after individual therapy and made an ex¬
cellent adjustment. It was decided to start E in group therapy
to give him an opportunity to work through his problems and
relate more constructively to a male figure in a groxup setting.
E’s mother was receiving casework help at the Center, was
somewhat irregular in keeping appointments, and showed some real
understanding of E’a difficulty. Mrs. E became a more accepting
and understanding mother, and she felt that E*s contacts at the
Center had been valuable.
The sixth boy, ”P”, was the youngest boy in the group, was
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also having school difficulties, and could not relate to authori¬
tative persons. P truanted from school repeatedly; would get
into difficulty at home with his brothers, and would not obey
his mother.
Case F
P was the oldest of four children in a Puerto Rican
family. In his background there was confusion in almost
every area in his family setting as to what was permissible
and what was not, as to his sexual feelings and language.
P had two half-brothers. When P was about three years old,
his mother loft his father, took the children, and went to
live with another man. P and his half-brothers accepted
him as their father, but he became mentally ill and was
hospitalized. P's mother visualized herself as sexually
irreslstibie to men and viewed sex in a very confused way.
She Used this same appeal to her sons, and they appeared to
be quite involved with her sexually. Medical findings re¬
vealed P to be underweight. He scored an I. Q. of 71» ^ut
the examiner felt that there were many indications of
average functioning where the language factor did not inter¬
fere with P’s comprehension. He was retarded in all sub¬
jects and was diagnosed as having a behavior difficulty with
no neurotic conflict. Direct treatment was recommended,
and prognosis considered good.
P had individual therapy for about fourteen months; and
during treatment session, his behavior, originally quite guarded,
became freer. He was able to communicate some of his fears and
preoccupations and to discuss some personal things with the
therapist, with his behavior becoming more constructively geared.
He seemed to enjoy coming to the Center. After his summer
vacation, there cppeaTed'to be a marked change in P’s behavior
when he began to break appointments. When he did come, it
would be late and the time was used very poorly. Attempts to
engage him in a conversation or to show some interest in what
he was doing, were vehemently rejected. It was felt that group
therapy might be helpful in observing his reactions and in
getting him to attend regularly.
Mrs. F was receiving casework services at the same time,
and her response: was very poor. She looked upon the Center as a
place to go when she was desperate, but was unable to follow
through in regular treatment procedure. The case was closed be-
caiise of P and his mother's poorly attended treatment sessions.
The seventh boy •’G”, was a fourteen year old Negro boy, who
was referred by his mother because of an inability to adjust at
home. Ho stole from his mother, was very untruthful, and was
also disobedient to his mother.
Case G
G was born in New York City and was the oldest of two
boys. His father died when he was quite young, and he was
brought up in an Isolated household. The family group,
Mrs. G, his mother, his brother and G had never had any
social contacts, and Mrs. G had actively protected the boys
from friends and associates. She was demanding of a per¬
fect lonistlc social behavior. G's early training and care
was in a Catholic Child Care Center where rigid behavior
and standards were demanded. In view of these factors, the
neurotically, rigid picture that G presented was in keeping
with his environment and home. Medical examination found
G to be in generally good physical condition with an I. Q.
of 108. He seemed to be very restricted and withdrawn,
diagnosed as a neurotic personality disorder, and was
recommended for direct treatment with a good prognosis
prospects.
G related to the therapist very rapidly and established a
positive relationship. He was seen in Individual therapy one
full year and made a remarkable adjustment. He showed improve¬
ment in his behavior at school and at home with his mother. G
seemed to make friends with everybody in the Center and liked
to come. He had benefited from Individual therapy and the ease
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was closed. However, G still wanted to attend; consequently,
the group therapy sessions were left open to him as a means of
continued contact, Mrs. G had been receiving casework services,
related favorably and attended regularly. She had completely
devoted her life to G and his brother and gradually was able to
take suggestions, modify her attitude towards G, and let him
live his own life.
In total. Group I was originally composed of seven boys who
exhibited primary behavior disorders* Some of the members of the
group reflected a too severe super-ego structure res.ultlng from
prohibition and limiting parental Influence, while others sug¬
gested deficient super-ego. There was some indication of open
defiance against authority. AH of the boys showed conflict in
the home, in the school, and with parent persons.
Activity of Group Members
The first few sessions found each boy exhibiting his own
partlcvilar behavior within the group. In some cases, the pur¬
pose of the behavior was for release, in other eases, for the
purpose of defense. ”D”, for example, had spent most of his
time playing with competitive tools, such as the punching bag,
dart guns, checkers and chess. He seemed to feel more com¬
fortable in this area; tDr-lii the beginning, completely avoided
free expression. wp*‘ however, spent a great deal of his time
manipulating the puppets, usually the evil figures, such as, the
devil, witch and the ghost, having them act out, on the stage,
session after session. The figures demonstrated Intent to harm
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each other, but somewhere in F^s script, they would meet and
make violent love, with ths final outcome that all would be
anihilated. When the female therapist would have to talk to or
caution P, his puppet would launch into a caricature of a nag¬
ging mother picking up the therapist*s admonition and fussing
at in a high pitched voice*
On the other hand, had shown a characteristic peripheral
involvement in the other boys’ activities. He would sit com-
panionably with as they each read a comic book, and give P
some unsolicited advice on his puppet show, and then Join a
parchesi game for a bit. These activities may have been good,
bad or indifferent attempts but always they were peripheral with
an open door for withdrawal. To fill the gaps in between each
of these activities, there was a return to the punching bag.
Behind all of this , there was a great deal of sexual activity,
with whisperings about masturbation, and challenging of each
other to have-and parade naked dolls, especially male ones. The
Puerto Rican boys, at such times would lapse into Spanish which
the female therapist could not understand. There upon, the male
therapist would carry on the conversation and convert it to
English, but the subsequent incident would produce Spanish by
the se boys .
On two occasions, craftwork was introduced, one craft was
lanyard weaving about which the entire group was quite enthusi¬
astic. B, on leaving one of the sessions, wished to take his
incomplete lanyard home to have his sister finish. This was
permitted with a concession from one of the therapists that he
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bring it back finished in order to let the group see it. The
therapist remarked that B must keep the bargain and mentioned
his having broken a previous one. All the boys discontinued
their work and listened, realizing the therepist was referring
to an incident when C had thrown at B who did not know who had ■
done it nor would anyone else inform him. He finally made a
bargain not to retaliate if told; whereupon C had acknowledged
his culpability only to be attacked promptly by B. At this time,
B questioned the therapist's statement; and when she referred to
the incident, all of the beys supported her; and B agreed to ad¬
here to the terms proposed.
A year after the group had been in existence, the initial
group which had consisted of seven boys, dwindled down to three
stable members with fairly good attendance from the others. Most
of the activity was oorrpetltlve, centering around dart games,
checkers or chess. D and T were transferred to a group of bigger
boys, while V and TJ, newcomers, were enrolled in Group I. Three
months later, these boys seemed to be functioning as a group.
In one subseqtient session, V was very aggressive and more
Inclined to fight. He started painting In his usual constructive
manner; but IT began to heckle him and both engaged in a fierce
fight, V getting the worst of it-with much paint over his
clothing. Both boys were extremely angry and finally the thera¬
pist separated them. C who had been a more destructive member
of the group, responded readily to V, helped him wash, spent
quite a few minutes at it, then went back to his painting. B,
likewise, helped V who was obviously very angry and muttered
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about U dijring the time.
On'the other hand, U was sitting sullenly by himself ob¬
viously very angry. When the wash up was completed, which in¬
cluded taking Vs shirt off and washing it, U made a pass at V;
whereupon the male therapist suggested that they have a fight
with D as the referee. Both angry boys fought furiously, but D
prevented them from making foul punches. The fight lasted a few
minutes, then finally stopped. U seemed to have felt much better
after the fight, but V was still sullen and angry. He claimed
that it was all U’s fault. The other boys, D and C made remarks
to V indicating that they were on his side.
U usually cried whenever anyone hurt his feelings, always
complained that the sore spot in his hand was being touched, but
during this session, had beocxae more assertive and was standing
up for his rl^ta. At times, he was unfair and would becone
angry without provocation. In addition, 0 had been behaving in
an extremely constructive and positive manner. In the beginning
of the session, he was painting, and when V was experiencing the
difficulty with U, C helped him clean and wash his shirt. At
the end of the session, C tried to avoid responsibility for
cleaning the room, but became accepting of the fact that he had
to clean up his painting litter."
D, who had been placed in Group I as a controlling measure,
seemed to be more of a member at this session. Usually he was
chosen to referee fl^ts between the boys because he was so
adept at these things and because everybody respected him. He
had joined more in the verbalizations particularly in Spanish
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with the other boys and was laughing and Joking at this session
without his usual bored and stereotyped attitude.
B spoke very little Spanish dxzping this session, painted
alone and actually did try to make some pictures. When the
other boys began to fight, as a r\iLe he would have engaged in
the fighting. At this session, he kept away and attended to his
own affair. After cleaning , he helped V wash his shirt and
urged him on to fight with TJ. He made no attempts to secure the
male therapist’s attention as he usually did. P, however, re¬
mained to himself busy with building logs and stated to the '
therapist that he had been in a detention home until the end of
the previous month because of school difficulty.
During one of the last sessions of the ensuing month, the
female therapist was not present. Immediately upon entrance to
the therapy room the boys noticed the dictating equipment and
insisted that they have use of it. The therapist negotiated
with them pointing out that if they did not touch or throw things
while the machine was on, they could use it. The entire hour was
spent in dictating; the boys either singing or talking; and a
groat amount of competition was evidenced throughout the hour in
recording activity* Each boy was trying to record louder, faster,
and funnier than the other boys. Everyone was trying to sing the
best; and they constantly interfered with each other, although
at times they would cooperate. At their own suggestion or that
of the therapist, they would be’ quiet in order to let someone
have a turn at the apparatus.
The hour was most constructive and fun for all. C was very
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assertive and, at the same time, more constructive and coopera¬
tive than previously. His characteristic clowning behavior was
more verbalized than acted out, physically. At this particular
session, he did not involve himself in any scraps, but several
times expressed the thought of being a big shot or a powerful
person. He sang into the recorder and also stated that he was
’’the great professorC?’ Who had an eye in the back of his head.
At other times, he would imitate movie and radio artists, tell
jokes, sing with the others and in general, was asserting him¬
self with more confidence. B demonstrated his singing and
yodellng and Insisted that he be given his turn and took it well.
He did not try to interfere when the other boys were singing or
doing something and' did not interfere or assert himself in any
way. Someone tried to play a prank on him by pulling a chair
from under him while he was next to the microphone causing him
to fall and hit the back of his head. For a little while, he
played "dead” but, when he "revived," went back to the group.
It was Interesting that he did not go back and chastise the boy
who was responsible although he knew perfectly well who it was.
In his speech into the microphone, he used many sexual references
in both Spanish and English.
About this time T was transferred to Group I. because of
some difficulty he was having in another Group. At this session,
T was most cooperative and did not Involve himself in any scraps
or fl^ts except the above mentioned incident. T had taken
authority into his own hands, and was ready to administer it in
terms of the "punishment." He sang into the microphone, at
times trying to say comical things. His general behavior was
similar to that of C’s, namely, more cooperative and constructive
V, exhibited extremely childish behavior, playing both physical
and verbal pranks on everyone, and talked about sexual matters
which he had never-mentioned at the Center before. He whistled,
made all sorts of noises into the microphone, interfered when the
other children were dictating or talking, but Insisted that he be
allowed to sing, and sang, for a time, tile same song sometimes
with its popular lyrics and sometimes with obscene lyrics. F
came to the session at the last five minutes, and the boys told
him to listen to the record; he did not interfere but simply
joined in and listened.
Interpretation of Group Activities
The "active process" in the therapy group usually began as
soon as the therapist and tbe group members met or saw each other
One of the first stages in group therapeutic process was the
working through of hostilities by the group members.^ In the
early stages‘of Group I formation, the members showed various
methods of releasing their hostilities which, in most Instances,
were'directed towards the therapists. The members of this ado¬
lescent group were preoccupied with unresolved oedlpal conflicts,
infantile sexual it y,-‘regressive behavlo?*, and destructive drives
Vhich evidenced themselves in a great deal of anxiety.
There was a considerable amount of testing on the part of
^James Mann, "An Analytically Oriented Study of Groups,"
Journal of Psychiatric Social Work, XX (June 1951)» ill®*
of the boys In this environment with the two very permissive
accepting adults. For example, one of the mentoers used puppets
as a means of emotional release, as an expression of hostility
towards the female therapist, and, at the same time, as a testing
tool. All of his acting out was accepted and encouraged by this
therapist.
Grafts were also used as a means of emotional release,- and,
in a few instances, the therapists were given an opportunity to
offer some emotional support and to help some of the members
acquire new conceptions of themselves. One member wanted to
take his craft material home to finish it which seemed like his
effort to see how far permissiveness would go on the part of the
therapists. Many children who have been habitually restricted
or rejected cannot accomodate themselves to a free environment
of non-restricting adults.^ This therapist permitted this par¬
ticular boy to take his project home on the condition that he
would adhere to certain other conditions. This experience was
an attempt to enable this group menher to learn from a previous
experience and to re-educate him at this point. During this
experience, the group showed momentary cohesiveness and group
unity by svgjporting the therapist in her handling of this par¬
ticular boy. At the same time, this Incident was anxiety pro¬
ducing for all of the members.
Although the group was still in session, there were indi¬





L. Slavson, Introduction to Group Therapy, op. oit..
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shown by the sporatic attendance of some and by the addition of
new members* The emotional tone of the group still showed a
small amount of hostility. With the uncovering of feelings and
the arousing of anxieties, some of the members became threatened
and discontinued or stayed awa^ for a period of time. Others
found their activities away from the group so guilt producing
that the anxiety produced in the group meetings served as a
means of deserved punishment. Those members, who attended regu¬
larly, found the group to be the only place where they could go
to do as they desired and still be accepted by adults.
The therapists enabled them to express transference feelings
in the group to help these boys bring out their everyday problems
of school and leisure time adjustments; and the members were able
to move into more constructive activity. This treatment seemed
to be aimed at strengthening the ego rather than removing the
defenses and to go along with the natural flow of development.
The ego was strengthened and integrated throu^ the living ex¬
periences as well as throu^ the interaction directly in the
group.^
Whenever less energy is needed by the ego to repress the
continuous upsurging impulses, the Individual is able to live
with himself and to relate to his own peers. The actual fight¬
ing among the members of Group I turned out to be a socializing
experience for the members as a whole because it stimulated the
group to emotional activity, "Conflict la usually necessary
^Ibid., p. 251.
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for therapeutic purposes, provided it holds the promise of run¬
ning Itself out and brings about better relationships.”^ In
general it seemed that the boys in Group I were helped to achieve
a greater security by social and re-directive educational means,
and to self-esteem throu^ warm supportive attitudes on the part
of the two therapists as well as through the productive relation¬
ships within the groip.
Ibid., p. 67, See Franz Alexander and Thomas French,
Psychoanalytic Therapy (New York, N. Y. I9I4-6), pp. 27? See also
Otto Penlchel, The Psychoanalytic Theory of Neiirosls (New York,
N. Y. 19h.3)» P- 555*
CHAPTER III
The Development and Progress of Group II
•» '■
Gertrude Wilson and Gladys Ryland, two authorities on social
group work, consider a group as more than a collection of in¬
dividuals, because each person in the group has affected every
other Individual in such a way that their behavior becomes
characteristic of the group. However, the individuals think,
feel and act differently because they are part of a relationship
totally known as a group,^
Original Ccxnpositlon of Group II
Group II was composed of jseven boys and among these was ”H”,
a nine year old Negro boy who was referred to the Center because
of his conduct in school. H’s disturbances were particularly
directed towards his teachers and against other members of his
class; he felt that none llksd him, and he was sensitive about
his color.
Case H
H was born out of wed-lock and was boarded out at the
age of 2^ while his mother worked. His mother felt that
tim people who cared for him were very neglectful and cruel,
therefore, he was boarded from one home to another. H’s
younger half-sister also was born out of wed-look after
which time, H’s mother married H's own father who had just
returned from service. There was a great deal of tension
between H’s parents. He was dark complexioned resembling
^Gertrude Wilson and Gladys Ryland, Social Group Work Prac¬
tice (Cambridge, Mass., 19l|-l), pp,
27
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his father, whereas his half-sister and mother were light
in color; H had tried to bleach himself. Medical examina¬
tion reported H to have enlarged tonsils, poor vision, and
an I. Q. of 97* He was diagnosed ks having a neurotic
personality; therapy was recommended and his prognosis was
considered fair.
H was seen in individual therapy for a period of five months
with treatment directed towards providing him with a stable en¬
vironment. He needed an outlet for his negative feelings towards
people and needed to become constructive in his relationships.
He was able, after a few sessions, to express his niuaerous fears;
and after verbalizing several anxiety dreams, they disappeared.
In general, H was described as a very winning, charming youngster
who camouflaged his feelings of being very dependent. A moderate
amount of Improvement was shown in H; and the therapist recom¬
mended that he be placed in a therapy group for small children
the following fall.
H's mother received casework services but used the worker
as a "sounding board." She was unable to accept suggestions or
guidance in relation to handling H, showed little real awareness
of her own involvement, and was unable to use the services. It
was not stated why H was placed in a therapy group.
The second boy in Group II was a nine and a half year oid
Negro youngster who was reticent, extremely withdrawn, and had
been stealing.
Case J
J, whose father died when he was very young, was born
in New York City and was the oldest of two children. His
brother was impulsively aggressive, and there was strong
rivalry between them. J was the least favored, his brother
was quicker, outgoing and probably brl^ter. J»s mother
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was apparently of borderline intelligence and lacked
capacity for affection. Medical findings revealed J to bo
tongue-tied, having dental cavities and a systolic murmur.
J sobred an I. Q. of Sit., which was considered dull normal
intelligence with limited verbal ability. He showed signs
of being a constricted youngster who was unwilling to re¬
spond to environmental stimulation because he feared the
results# He was diagnosed as a boy having an anxiety
neurosis with .depression. Direct therapy was recommended
with a fair prognosis.
J had individual therapy for ton months, his play consisting
of vigorous pounding of a punching bag, vigorous ball games, clay
throwing contests with the therapist and playing checkerst J did
not verbalize his feelings, and attempts were abandoned after it
was clear that he Interpreted all questions as accusations or
threats. At this time , J went to live with his aunt and changed
schools. Towards the end of individual treatii»nt, the therapist
sioggested that J not come back the following fall because he had
been doing so well. However, J wanted to return. He had acquired
capacity to relate to others at his own pace. The therapist
thought that he should enter grovp therapy if possible.
J's mother had entered into a casework relationship and was
seen periodically. His sunt, with whom he went to live dviring
the treatment period, was seen once. In spite of Mrs. J*8 limi¬
tations, she did show seme ability to handle certain environ¬
mental problems fairly well. J's aunt seemed to be an intelli¬
gent, adequate person and affectionate, and deeply Interested in
J in spite of her rigid disciplinarian approach.
”K”, the third boy in the group was a .ten year old Negro
who was having school problems. He was enuretic, did not play,
would not read and was afraid of his teacher; while at home, he
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helped his sister with her lessons, read, played, was not afraid
and was not enure tic.
Case K
At the time K came to th« Center, he had just recently
cone from the South, Where the approach to learning had
been much different. He came from a family In which the
relationships were very close. In the South, K’s whole
faally had worked on a plantation as share croppers. K
used to work In the fields with his parents; and when he
came to the North, he worried because he was not working.
K always liked to stay close to his mother and felt that he
was her protector. He would go out to play, unless his
mother was 111, then he Insisted on staying In the house
with her. Medical findings showed that K needed dental work
and Increased nutrition. He scored an I. Q. of 86, with
good memory and a lack of awareness of failure. K’s vocabu¬
lary, abstract reasoning ability and visual motor coordi¬
nation were below his age level. He was diagnosed as a
child with a neurotic character structure and was recommended
for therapy and remedial work with a fair prognosis.
After having Individual therapy over six months.. It could be
seen that K had acquired some freedom frcxn his Inhibitions and
•c
was able to socialize. He participated in Individual treatment
for one year at which time the therapist felt that a group situa¬
tion would be beneficial to him. Mrs. K was. also attending the
Center, came regularly, missing appointments^ only when It was
absolutely necessary. She had sought help ,and understanding
from the caseworker In faally situations and had established a
very positive relationship.
The fourth boy ”L”, the only Puerto Rican youngster in
Group II, was nine years old and pre sented such behavior as ner¬
vousness, withdrawal, stuttering, temper tantrums, and fights
with his brothers.
C as e Ii
L was born in Puerto Rico and was the oldest of three
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boys* He was brought to this country at the age of one.
There had always been rivalry between L and the brother
next to him« and he feared the loss of affection from his
mother* L’s father was seldom home* and L also showed
separation anxiety about his father to whom he was strongly
attached. His speech difficulty was his main problem In
Interpersonal relationships, and his mother reported that
It began between the ages'of three and five* Medical exami¬
nation found L.tq have dental cavities and thirty-one pounds
under weight. He had an I* Q* In the upper 60»a with emo¬
tional and language handicaps as contributing factors* L
was diagnosed as having a neurotic behavior disorder with a
fair prognosis and recommendation of trial therapy*
L was seen In Individual therapy nine sessions, and his at¬
tendance was sporatlc because his parents had to bring him every
session* Through play with puppets and drawing, and discussion
of the drawing, during treatment. It was possible for L to verbal¬
ize some of his preoccupations. He showed a moderate amount of
Improvement, seemed easier to manage at home, and adjusted better
Ih'sehool* His speech difficulty varied, but It had not Improved
much* L was recommended for continuation In Individual treatment
and for placement In a group for small children. Mrs* L was In¬
cluded In the treatment plans, but her contacts were not pro¬
ductive* Mrs* L was resistant to bringing L to the Center and
unable to cooperate*
”M”, the fifth boy In Group II, a ten ye^ old Negro young¬
ster, was referred to the Center by his school teacher because
of moody spells, temper tantrums, fussy eating, slowness, lack
of response and an Inability to get along with other children*
Case M
M had had a complicated life due to his mother's dis¬
interest, later her Illness and resultant death about a
year prior to his coming to the Center* M then went to
live with his paternal grandmother whose home appeared to
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be a stable situation. Before coming to tbe Center, M's
father began to have regular contacts with him and eventual¬
ly took him to live with his stepmother, brother and half-
brother. Medical examinations revealed M as having ring¬
worms. He was found to be of normal and average intelli¬
gence but was functioning sanewhat below his ability in
both reading and arithmetic. M lacked feelings of identi¬
fication and welf-worth, and felt that unless he conformed,
he would be totally isolated. A differentIM diagnosis,
between neurotic behavior and neurotic character disorder
was given and direct treatment recommended, with group
therapy preferable.
M was active in individual therapy for one year? during
which time, his original withdrawn behavior lessened considerably.
He showed initiative and imagination, and had beccmie quite re¬
sponsive. He was recommended for group thercpy to determine
whether he needed to continue in group or individual therapy.
H’s grandmother and stepmother were seen by a caseworker, but
contacts with the grandmother who was reluctant to involve her¬
self, were very eratlc. The stepmother was seen three times,
formed a poor relationship, and did not return when M started
group therapy.
The sixth boy ”N”, a nine year old youngster of Negro
parentage, was referred due to difficult aggressive behavior
towards other children and stages of isolation from others.
Case N
N reflected a background of ;parental discord, changes
in the home and gross neglect by desertion in a railroad
station by his mother. He had had a stable home with his
grandmother the three years previous to his coming to the
Center. N had a cardiac disability which made him insecure
and unable to compete with other children. The medical
examination shewed a systolic murmvir, marked underweight
and poor posture. In the psychometric examination, N
showed a variability of motivation, and was reluctant to
deal with difficult material. He achieved an I. Q. of 99•
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Upon a diagnosis of primary behavior problem, direct treat¬
ment was recommended, prognosis being considered good.
N had individual therapy for five months, to give him a
constructive relationship to help him become more self-confident
thereby relying less on his grandmother, plus make friends more
readily, N talked quite freely and formed a good relationship
with the therapist. On occasions when he was corrected or sug¬
gestions were made, N took them quite freely. During this period
of therapy, often, there was another boy who spent ten or fif¬
teen minutes in the play room, and N showed much ability to get
along with this boy and to assert himself without starting
fights. N had become more confident, less fearful and less
prone to temper outbursts, and was beginning to make friends
with other children. The therapist recommended that he enter a
therapy group to experience poor relationships.
N’s grandmother participated in casework services, and there
were fairly good contacts with her. She was a confused person
who managed things in her own way. She offered much emotional
siqpport to all of her grandchildren. There was little progress
with N’s grandmother and very little change; therefore, regular
appointments were discontinued.
”0”, the seventh boy in the groi;p and the only white young¬
ster, was ten years of age and was referred by his school teacher
because he did not work or play well with others. He lacked re¬
spect for others and disrupted his class.
Case 0
O’s life history was one of unpredictability both in
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Interpersonal relationships and actual living arrangements.
He was unwanted; his father was an alcoholic; and there were
many violent family quarrels and several separations. When
0 came to the Center, his parents had separated, and Mrs. 0
had resumed full financial responsibility for herself and 0.
For periods of time, he was boarded out and had had nmerous.
school changes. O's mother seemed to be seeking in him some
substitute for her unsatisfactory relationships with his
father, and the mother-son relationship demands, bewildered
0. Examinations revealed O’s vision as below normal and-an
I. Q. of 115. He had deep feelings of inadequacy related to
authority and showed that he was competing with his father
for his mother’s affection and was confused in the sexual
area.
0 was seen for eight months in individual therapy where,he
established a good relationship with the therapist and was quite
talkative and charming. In general, 0 seemed to have had an
oedipal problem and a great deal of anxiety. Being free to
verbalize, draw and play witia a male therapist as a good father
figure, 0 improved.
Mrs. 0 was seen at the Center for casework services about
six times. She kept most of her appointments; but there was only
a beginning relationship when the family moved away, and the case
was closed. A few months later 0 returned, and his school teacher
reported that he was still very disruptive and had to be super¬
vised constantly. Therefore, 0 was placed in group therapy for
observation purposes.
On the whole, most of the boys in Group II were in the latent
period,: they reflected much confusion about their relationships
to parent-people, the sexual areas and cultural conflicts to
class, color, and language difficulties.
Activities of Members
Prom the very beginning, the attitude of the members of
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Group II were friendly and constructive. For example, one of
the first sessions was attended by only three boys, namely K, L,
and E who had been transferred from Group I. K had played Chinese
checkers with the female therapist the previous week, and at the
beginning of the session, invited her to have, a game. While
playing, © and L settled down to repainting toy boats. K’s at¬
tention was drawn to their activity and althou^ his attraction
and desire was evident to the therapist, K said nothing. However,
when the therapist asked if he would rather paint than play
Chinese checkers, K actively joined the group. There was a con¬
siderable exchange of ideas about color scheme and passing of
paint bottles to one another. The female therapist began to
paint a wooden stick, while the others sat giving assistance oc¬
casionally. When the last boat was painted and put aside, E
invited the female therapist to a game of dominoes* As they
played, L and E drifted into a game with the dart guns. K
noticed this activity, became more attraicted by their play, but
did not excuse himself from, the game • When it wa,s stated that
he could discontinue If he preferred, he accepted this suggestion.
In this game, E broke rules and was reminded of last year's
ruling of no shooting at a person. K Insisted on his right to
retaliate, and with the counter-retaliation relatively settled,
the three boys began shooting at the target, all three asserting
their rights appropriately. L, who stuttered frequently in in¬
dividual therapy did not at all during the entire session.
A month later during the Halloween season, the female
therapist brought in a pumpkin. At this particular session, J
was the first to arrive; and it was suggested that he might draw
a face on the pumpkin and out it, but he refused point blank.
When asked if he was afraid he would not do a neat job, J ac¬
knowledged his concern that it might not come out right. There¬
upon the male therapist drew a face upon the pumpkin, but J would
not cooperate until the tberapist starting cutting off the top.
By the time this was accomplished, M arrived which was his first
time in the group, but he was familiar with the therapy room and
made himself comfortable. M cut out the eye of the pumpkin,
bub when J was asked to out out the second eye, he showed signs
of withdrawal. After sane encouragement from M, he took the
knife and cut out the second eye, but M did the bulk of the work.
In between, M would hand the punching bag, and his hyperactivity
seemed to be related to the male therapist's questions about his
difficulty at school and at the Center, Efforts were being made
to help M verbalize his repeated rage outbttrst in connection with
his school difficulties and boxing.
In order to have J included in the conversation, he was also
asked about these things. In the end both of them were hitting
the bag around light heartedly, but M started criticizing J's
technique, which did not upset him, but he did seem sort of
taut. Later during the session, N came and was just in time to
finish the pvimpkin.
Previously, J had asked for the p\impkin seeds and was told
that they would be his. When it was time to go, J was reminded
of them and asked if he would like them separated. J was hesi¬
tant and shy about saying Wyes" but got a piece of paper for them
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Whereupon N asked for some of the seeds, but was Informed that
the seeds belonged to J and that no disposition could be made of
them. N asked J, who referred him to the therapist who re-ln-
formed him that she could not give J’s possessions away. N
started cajoling J saying ’’please, can I have some,” J could not
make a definite decision as to how many seeds M could have, and
to tease him, M took all; but In the end, he carried only a few
home.
During one of the later sessions. In which all of the boys
attended. It was noted that the activity was well organized.
There was a great deal of cooperation between the members and
destrvustlve play at an absolute minimum. For the greater part
of the period, the boys were sitting around the large table with
a large detachment of toy armed fcrces. Thqr relieved their at¬
tention spans periodically by a little tussle which ended as
suddenly as It began with only a giggle here ard there. J had
become aid continued to be the benevolent protector of K and, at
the ;same time, took advantage of him giving In If K complained
too much. K seemed to be learning how to defend himself; Inthls
session, he was offered an opportunity to overpower J In fantasy
•by two boxing dolls , and he proceeded to give J a good walloping
who showed some capacity to take It by laughing. Meanwhile, N
continued to be constructive In his efficient, silent way; and
when time came for cleaning ip, he assumed responsibility quietly
and ostentatiously while others shirked It. H was quite playful,
and most of his fighting ended promptly because he would begin
to giggle with a catchy laugh which was also a means of evading
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sltuat Ions*
At the next sessions, the group used the recording machine,
whereby they were stimulated to talk about dreams and terrifying
episodes. This was followed by some music playing on the re¬
corder and finally an acting out voluntarily with a great deal
of discussing about who punished whom in the family. They were
all quite protective of their families and gave very little de¬
tails* They would state who administered punishment in the home
and acknowledged that it was firm and Justifiable. N remarked
that he would ”like to beat his father over the head,** and ho
acted out part of the non-verbal material. This session found K
both more aggressive and more self-assertive. He tended to tease
some of the bigger beys but when they retaliated he was able to
take it. It finally ended in a wrestling bout in which he was
pretty **mueh pressed** but refrained frean seeking help, commenting
that the time was too short, although he was losing. After this
rough punishment, he beat the punching bag with a gun, sometimes
accepting, and other times, not accepting N*o remarks that he was
**beating his father.*' N had become, at least in this session, a
most ardent interpreter of jK»a unconscious motivations.
Interpretation of Group Activitie s
*■
Prom the very beginning, the members in Group II showed a
desire to work together which seemed to stem frem racial identity
and an age factor. There was very little overt hostility directed
towards the therapists, but a considerable amount of testing out
was observed* The friendly permissive and accepting attitudes
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of the therapists allowed the boys to talk and act freely with¬
out fear of censure. This accepting attitude also permitted the
beys to turn their attention inwardly and to learn about them¬
selves. The aim of treatment was to give emotional support in
order to release the thoughts and feelings.^
There was one member in this group who Insisted on breaking
the rules in one of tbe games, which caused direct retaliation
from the other members. The therapists were aware of his acting
out and reminded this boy of his previous behavior in a similar
Incident in Group I where he had been, attempting to help him
learn from past experience and to assume more responsibility for
his own actions.
The two therapists created some anxiety for one member in
.an effort to have him participate in a particular group activity.
The resultant behavior brought to the surface many of his under¬
lying problems, and it became obvious that this boy had experi¬
enced frustration during his early oral development. In his
anxiety, he showed that he had had conflict in his sibllhg re¬
lationships and had been severely deprived. But in the group,
he was making every effort to extend himself, where group mem-
hers offered him some measure of support and reassurance. In
this Instance it was possible to see that some of the members
of the groi;^) were identifying with the therapists. This boy
had been put in group situations where he had to make his own
decisions} and this was helping him move towards more
^Gordon Hamilton, Psychotherapy in Child Guidance (New
York 1950), p. 159*
Independence and status with the other members and adults and
at the same time was helping him wean himself away from his
domineering mother. ’’Group therapy Is most effective when the
caafllot Is reactive; when expressed In the ego area, feelings
of Inadequacy, Inferiority, excessive dominance, shyness and
when there Is chronic fear of failure as expressed In avoidance
of competition or of physical encounter,”^
Group II became well Integrated and cohesive, and the mem¬
bers felt secure enough to discuss their own personal problems
In the sessions. The members reflected a readiness to make use
of the grov?) experiences and perhaps did not reflect as serious
ego disturbances as the Group I members.
To some degree, there was Interpretation of motivations by
the members themselves. However, this self-revelation or be¬
ginning Insight may have been a form of exhibitionism. Never¬
theless, one of the major values for many members was anxiety
provoked by self-confrontation with self-awareness* In the group
If a menber senses anxiety, he may withdraw from the activity;
he may become a passive spectator; but the therapeutic process
within him continues. The boy more or leas Identifies with
others In the group who expresses Ideas and difficulties akin
to his own and applies comments made by others to himself.
^Ibld., p. 251• See also D. C. Noland and others. Modern
Trends In Child Psychiatry (New York, N. Y. 19l4.7)» P» 295; See
also Leslie Rosenthal ‘’Group Psychotherapy In a Child Guidance
Clinic,” Social Casework XXXII (October I95I), 557-514-2.
CHAPTER IV
DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRESS OP GROUP III
In all groups , the prereqiaisite for mature, individual
satisfaction and grovp attainment of the goals lies in the abili#
ty of each member to establish a sufficiently gratifying re¬
lationship with the gro\fl? therapist and through the therapist
with all other group members. The process then implies that it
is possible for each member to make changes within himself pro¬
vided the central figure permits the development of a .group
situation wherein the advantage of making group acceptable changes
beccme more desirable than to stick tenaciously to previous more
Ineffective ways of dealing with other people in group situations.
Composition of Gffoup ril
Group III was composed of seven adolescent boys, one of whom
”P'*, a thirteen year old Negro was ref^?rred by a friend. had
to have his own way, was aggressive, would leave school without
permission, assaulted other children, and belonged to a gang.
Case P
P's mother was an efficient ambitious woman, who man¬
aged her household and children, but had little sustained
contact with them. She had always worked while P's sister,
two years his elder, had much responsibility for him. When
eight years old, he was sent to a boarding school and re¬
mained for three years. P's father had had very little, con¬
tact with P or his sister. P's initial exposure to authori¬
ty had been through his mother, and this apparently meant
definite decisions based on her rulings rather than P's
. s desires. This had occurred along with other periods of
non-si:5)ervision due to Mrs. P*s working hours, and P had
built up feelings of pseudo-self-sufficiency. P identified
with a pre-delinquent gang and regarded authority as hostile
arxi not necessary. Medical examination found P to be in
good physical condition. He had an I. Q. of 99#
tarded three years in reading and arithmetic, and had dif¬
ficulties stemming ft'om a fairly severe personality dis¬
turbance, the core of which was his ambivalence toward
authority. Much of P»s thinking was distorted and un¬
realistic. He was diagnosed as neurotic behavior disorder
arxi recommended for direct treatment and remedial work with
fair prognosis.
p attended individual therapy for nine months and came with
the idea of having his school changed. When this was achieved,
he began to be absent from therapy, viewed by the therapist as
•'absent defiance." But there had been Improvement in therapy
and a positive relationship established. P was friendly and co¬
operative until he started missing appointments and was considered
pre-delinquent. The therapist recommended placement in a therapy
group the following fall to maintain contact with him if possible.
His mother was having weekly appointments with a caseworker
and was very regular missing only when she was ill or had to
work. She had shown some change during the- treatment period,
but on the whole, little modification of her relationship with
P or his sister occurred.
The second boy in Group III was "Q", a sixteen year old
Puerto Rican boy, referred to the Center by his school because
of temper outburst, withdrawn behavior, poor appetite, and in¬
ability to make friends.
Case Q
Q was born in Puerto Rico, and at referral had been
in this country only a year. He lived with his mother and
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younger slater, but had six other older siblings. Q»s
father died when he was six years old, an episode which he
recalled with marked anxiety. Examination revealed dental
cavities and an I. Q. of 69 which placed him on this upper
level of defective intelligence which was modified in view
of his emotional disturbances. Upon a diagnosis of severe
schizoid personality, direct treatment was recommended
twice weekly with group therapy consideration. Prognosis
was considered fair.
Q was seen in individual therapy for about two months, and
some progress was shown.. He appealed more calm and less anxious
than his first contact. In the beginning, Q evidenced a great
deal of anxiety about how his father was killed in an automobile
accident, and how he constantly dreamed about him. However, Q
established a positive relationship with the therapist and liked
to come to the Center. Why Q was. recommended for group therapy
was unknown.
Q's mother could speak no English which limited casework
contacts with her. She was seen once by one of the staff psy¬
chiatrists, who spoke Spanish in order to obtain some background
information. Once by a caseworker for interpretative purposes.
The third boy in Group III was ”R”, another Puerto Rican,
twelve years of age, who was having problems in home adjtistment.
He was disobedient to his parents, a feeding problem, did not
get along with other children, and was afraid to fight or defend
himself.
Case R
R was born in New York City and the second of two
children. His mother was emotionally disturbed and had
just terminated psychiatric treatment previously. She had
always been concerned about R, was rigid and demanding in
her handling of him. Mrs. R had had numerous pregnancies,
but only two living children. R’s sister, five years his
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senior was a mental defective. R had had "stomach ob¬
struction" with vomiting throughout infancy. Medical
examination underweight, poor ppsture and a soft systolic
murmur. He scored an I. Q,. of lOi^. with retardation in
arithmetic; general emotional constriction, Insecixrity,
difficulty in relating to people and difficulty in mother-
son relationships suggested a diagnosis of neurotic be¬
havior disorder, with recommendations for therapy and re¬
medial work.
R was seen in individual therapy for a period of nine
months. In his contacts with the therapist, he had no diffi¬
culty in verbalizing his fears of being left alone in the house
and of the dark. R did excellent in remedial work and in the
playroom, was very assertive. Occasionally, he would tell of
dreams about eating or of being anlhilated which were handled
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by the therapist. He became fond of the therapist and was free
in asking for information when needed. But all of his attempts
at being constructive were geared toward endearing himself with
persons in authority. It was recommended that R be placed in a
therapy group to observe his behavior , and to help him to become
more aggressive in his relationships with his peers.
Mrs. R participated in the treatment services and was seen
weekly. Her cooperation was excellent, and she was able to
establish a real treatment relationship. She modified her own
attitude toward R,
i
"S", the fourth boy in the group was a fourteen year old
Puerto Rican who was having adjustment problems at home. His
*
mother referred him to the Center because he did not know how
to make friends, could not mix with other children and was
bashful, cried easy, and complained of headaches and dizziness.
Case S
S came from a home replete with Illness. His mother
was frequently bedridden because of cardio-vascular com¬
plaints. His brother had a progressively debilitating
muscular disease. S was born out of wedlock, and father
deserted his mother before his birth. S was bprn in Puerto
Rico, and when he was about one year 'old, his mother left
him in Puerto Rico while she came to. the United States? and
he Joined her a few years later. S had a brother eleven
years old and a sister, six. Medical examination found S
to be overweight and to have a partly descended left testi¬
cle. He scored an I. Q. of IO5 with performance uneven and
Inconsistent? a high average ability seemed to be indicated
The projective test revealed S to be a lonely. Isolated and
dependent child. His diagnosis was a neurotic behavior dls
order with direct therapy recommended. The prognosis was
guarded.
S came to Individual therapy sessions for about eight
months and started out by being very suspicious. It was neces¬
sary for the therapist to go cautiously with S in regards to
discussing of materials and interpretations because his mother
was seriously ill at the time and they were expecting her to
die. Therefore, stimulating negative feelings or discussing
angry feelings towards his family or his mother in particular
would have been very traumatic . Towards the end of Individual
treatment, S became very free and seemed to have gained some
self-confidence. He was more comfortable in the presence of the
therapist, frequently showing tension release in forms of laugh¬
ter. S was a very passive youngster, very compliant of the
wishes of the others, nevertheless, he would not hesitate to ask
for information or repltltion of Information he did not under¬
stand. It was decided to place S in one of the therapy groups
the following fall to help him acquire more experience in inter¬
personal relationships with youngsters his own age.
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S’s mother was unable to enter into the treatment services
as expected because of her poor health and frequent Illnesses.
She had indicated a positive attitude toward casework and showed
an apparent capacity to accept help. S’s contacts with the
Center were very important to his mother, and she had a good
positive attltiiie towards S. ^
The fifth youngster in Group HI was ”T’*, an eleven year
old white boy, who was referred to the Center by his school,
lived in a world of make-believe, pretended to shoot others with
a ruler as a gun, and Imagined that he was riding a horse in
class. At home, T was enuretic, unable to sleep, and feared his
strict father.
Case T
T came from a family in which his parents were of dif¬
ferent national backgrounds and religions. His mother was
Italian Catholic and his father, Jewish. There was parental
friction due in part to T*s father's gambling. When his
sister was born, and T was placed in a children's home, he
was five years old. At the age of seven while at a summer
camp, T was seduced into homosexual activity including
fellatio by an adult. At home, his mother beat him, his
father chastised him, and his paternal aunt who resided
with the family was hostile to him. Examinations showed T
to have weak arches, an I, Q. of 102, and there were in¬
dications of retardation in both reading and arithmetic.
The projective test material was not clear, and there were
requests for an extensive diagnostic period, A differen¬
tial diagnosis of neurotic character disorder and schizo¬
phrenia was made with direct treatment and. remedial work
recommended.
*T was seen in individual therapy for twelve months. In
his first two sessions, he exhibited a rather superficial evasive
”breezy” attitude. He showed a great deal of confusion as to
social relationships with either sex. T used the sessions con¬
structively, generally seemed to be forming a positive
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relationship with the therapist, and no longer had a need con¬
stantly to test the therapist by attempting to shoot him, scare
him cr disarm him with risque jokes. It was decided that T
should be placed into a ther^y group the following fall.
T’s mother was being seen at the Center for casework treat¬
ment. She related positively and showed some signs Of improve¬
ment in the course of the interviews. Although T bad been a
problem in his home, there had been some slight charges, and his
mother's change of attitude seemed to have been a factor in this.
All in all, very little gains were made in casework, and yet the
mother's attendance was very good. Mrs. T was able to admit
that she had strong negative feelings about T of which he was
aware.
"U”, the sixth boy in Group III was an eleven year old
Negro boy who also was a school referral. He was said to have
been nervous, could not be crossed, threw things, teased other
children, had no respect for authority, and was regarded as a
"bully."
C as e IT
U, was the youngest of seven children, and came from
a family where his another was a very controlling woman who
found it very difficult to give up any of her ways. She
showered affection on U, while- other times, she was very
cruel to him, identifying him with his father who died when
he was one year old. Examination found U's left eye a
little below normal in vision, and an I. Q. of 79, border¬
line and dull normal in intelligence. He showed little
relatedness to people, but feared most people. A diagnosis
of secondary behavior disorder with a recommendation of
direct treatment with prognosis fair was made.
After a year of remedial and Individual therapy, U had
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made gains. It was felt that he was ready to handle his peer
relationships and should be given a chance to do so in group
therapy. Mrs. U was coming for casework services, related well,
and also followed through with all of the suggestions made by
the caseworker. Her relationship with the Center was a posi¬
tive one.
”V”, the seventh and last youngster in Group III, was a
twelve year old white boy. He was the only boy in all the groups
who had not had individual therapy but was placed directly in
Group III. Children's Covubt referred him because of his be¬
havior at home and non-acceptance of authority.
Case V
V was the third of seven children and his mother
claimed that he had been a problem from a small baby. He
was placed in a Catholic home at five years when his mother
was hospitalized for a thyroid operation. When she was well
enough to take her children home. Vs sister returned, but
V and his older brother remained in the Catholic home for
four years. While there, it was necessary for Vs brother
to feed, dress, and protect him. V*a father frequently
desserted the family and finally agreed on a separation.
Mrs. V was then living with another man and had had a child
as a result of this relationship. Examinations found V to
have a lip infection, an I. Q, of to be an extremely
dependent boy. When independent action was fcrced upon
him, V would not permit himself to become involved other
than svperficially and was having difficulty with inter¬
personal relationships. Severe neurotic character disorder
was the diagnosis, with guarded prognosis. Because of the
nature of his difficulty, it was thought that probably V
would respond to group therapy better than to individual
therapy.
V’s mother was seen at the Center several times for case¬
work services. She made it known that she had much overt hos¬
tility toward V and was unable to establish a relationship with
the worker; her attendance was extremely Irregjalar.
In the main. Group III consisted of seven adolescent boys
with many difficulties stemming from an oedlpal level. There
was a need for these boys to relate more constructively to the
opposite sex and to establish their own identities as male per¬
sons. There was quite a bit of acting out behavior and much in¬
fantile practices which were in keeping with behavior in the
oedipal area.
Activities of Group Members
Similar to Group I, members of Group III were teen agers
who were seriously disturbed, some suggesting pre-psychotic re¬
actions. At the first few sessions, the members spent their time
discussing summer experiences. Q, the short, slightly frail boy
diagnosed as schizophrenic, had shown some capacity to relate to
others, but spent the first few sessions drawing and painting.
He did not participate in any of the group activity and apparent¬
ly did not even notice what was going on around him. Meanwhile,
T and the male therapist played checkers with R participating in
the same game on the side lines. P stayed by himself spending
most of his time looking out of a window. The female therapist
engaged P in a conversation and learned that he had gone to the
same axMraer camp as R and A» but for a different two weeks period.
Using this information as a means of starting a conversation be¬
tween them, the therapist gave them a common interest to share
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and to recount experiences. After T finished playing checkers
with the male therapist in a somewhat ostentatious flourish, he
invited the female therapist to play with him. He was courtly
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in his attitude towards her, helped her see points, and accepted
help from her, cautioning her that he be permitted to figure
out the plays fcxp himself.
In the meantime, A entered the therapy room and was .enthu¬
siastic in an exchange of greetings, introductions, and conver¬
sation of experiences about the summer camp, etc. Prom time to
time, the male therapist encouraged Q with his drawing while the
three boys. A* R» and P, engaged in a ”free for all,” around the
punching bag. As usual, A captured the center of attention by
his vivid speech, aggressive behavior and exhibitionism which R
accepted quietly and good naturedly. However, P withdrew and
sat in a ccrner biting his nails.
At a subsequent session, C entered Group III for the first
time; he was friendly, but reserved in introductions and greetings
He spend his first session working with picture puzzles. At one
point, idien one of the other boys offered to help him at a dif¬
ficult spot, he refused assistance, accepting with a nod the com¬
ment of the therapist that he wanted no help. Q came in a little
late at this session, eager and breathless. His eagerness was
Imnedlately sharpened by T's sarcastically calling out , ”get to
your work Q, take up your painting,” with which Q did not con¬
cur, but spent the entire session sitting in a chair watching.
Part of the time, he read a school book on natural science about
the sun and the stars.
As soon as S and A entered the therapy room, they engaged
in a free for all fight, using broomsticks for purposes of
dueling and fighting it out on fetes of strength. A also
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wrestled with T, who more or less held his own, and with R who
gave in good naturedly and passively to A's ”rough house” teasing.
During the session, A asked the male therapist for a cigarette
and he was given one which he smoked during comments from the
other boys.
Finally, when A had overpowered all of the boys in the
groxjp, he shot his target at the male therapist, who commented in
a quiet and affectionate manner, ”A la showing how big he is to¬
day. He is smoking a cigarette, and fighting with all of the boys,
and shooting at his old man#” After a few minutes, A remarked to
the female therapist privately that the male therapist was angry.
This was repeated aloud to show the group that such feelings
could be verbalized. The male therapist responded with a smile
that A was correct and that sometimes one does got angry. Where¬
upon, his comment pronoted a discussion among the boys, each
telling how they had felt angry at different times. When Q was
asked about his hostile feelings, he denied them stating that he
never felt angry#
At a session two months later, A came an hour early and went
into another room with the female therapist and one of her ado¬
lescent female patients, spending an hour with them# He taught
her to play checkers, deliberately permitting her to win, but
not lettihg her know this, yet winking at the therapist inferring
that he was being beaten.
On this occasion when the group session started, the ac¬
tivity was pretty evenly divided into two sub-groups. A* S, and
T indulging in play with brooms, pistols and chairs, and calling
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each other girls. On the other hand, R, Q, and C played quietly
either at puzzles, design blocks or other gemes, C and Q were
playing by themselves, and R atten?3ted to play with G but ac¬
cepting a role of an on-looker when C Insisted upon playing by
himself. The active boys had an attitude of almost seductive
interest in the female therapist and a combined seductive-ag¬
gressive interest in the male therepist.
As usual, Q did not notice the activity that was going on
around him. However, the boys questioned Q»s sexual identity,
and A attempted to expose Q by pulling down the zipper on his
trousers. A was aware of h5s behavior and, turning to the female
therapist, apologized fac his conduct referring to himself as
’’crazy.” The male therapist permitted A to leave early as an
experiment to observe group reaction during his absence. Sur¬
prisingly enough, things quieted down almost immediately; and
five members got along quite well together with Q participating
in a little game of looking out of the window.
After the fifth month. Group III had become cohesive and
throughout sessions, the greater part of the activities seemed
constructively geared. In one particular session, the boys
talked in Spanish occasionally reverting to English, despite the
fact that the members present and the male thereplst were able to
understand Spanish. Several times, A tried to disrupt groiip
unity by clowning and general verbal bantering, occasionally
throwing spitballs or clay balls at another member. The other
boys, however, took it good naturedly and did not retaliate. A
displayed a tendency to introduce the subject of homosexuality
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and to call the other boys "pansies.”
The boys spent tUs particular session making drawings of
the therapist, who sat quietly for them. A's drawing was a small
one, done quite quickly, not having the slightest bit of re¬
semblance which suggested another comic manuever of A*s to deflate
the therapist. Laughingly, he passed the picture around to all
of the boys, and suggested that each person keep his own drawing.
The therapist showed Interest, however, in keeping them for future
reference.
S spent most of his time directing the therapist on how to
sit and criticizing himself for not being able to get the details
accvirate. He did a lot of erasing and did not finish the picture
by the end of the session, claiming that he would finish it some
other time. Several times, A threw things at S or tried verbally
to deflate him, but he would very easily shun the issue or accept
it without getting into a verbal battle with the attacking boy.
R quite freely finished his drawing which actually had the
most likeness of the three to the therapist. He exhibited much
freedom in telling the therapist not to move or to assume this or
that position. At the same time he was drawing, he was quite
spontaneous verbally, bantering back and forth and answering A's
remarks about him quite assertively and quite well. He had pro¬
gressed a great deal in being able to. handle himself in the group.
Interpretation of Group Activities
Because adolescence la a period when the impulsive life is
strong and the ego not too secure, it is to be expected that any
disturbance of the ordinary controls of society, increased
tensions, and dislocation of living routines predispose young
people to a high Incident of acting out.^ In Group III, there
was a mixture of behavior problems among adolescent boys. Two
of the members were very passive and withdrawn, while the others
were active, aggressive with sedujtive mamerlsms toward the fe¬
male therapist and seductive-aggressive attitudes to the male.
There was a considerable amount of^rlvalry between the three ac¬
tive members fcr the attention and approval of the two therapists.
The fact that relationships in the group in general were more
casual and less Intense than those which permitted transference
in individual therapy, made it easier for the boys to accept the
group therapists. For the boys with strong sibling rivalry, the
necessity of sharing the grotp therapists with each other was
very Important because it might represent the first experience
they had with advdts who were able to give attention and accep¬
tance to all the group mentoers. There were tendencies for the
three aggressive boys to act out their rivalry with each other
which seemed to have stemmed from some identification with their
siblings. As they gained security through the acceptance from
the therapists and other members, their attitudes towards them-
p
selves and each other gradually changed to friendliness.
^Gordon Hamilton, op. oit., p. 225* See also, 0. Spurgeon
English, and Gerald H. J. Pearson, Emotional Problems of Living
(New York, 1914.5), pp. Z'jB-Sl,
2
Harry M. Little and Gisela Konopka, "Group Therapy in a
Child Guidance Center," The American Journal of Orthopsychiatry,
XVII (April# 1914.7)» 506•' See also, Charles M. Harsh and H. G.
Schrlckel, Personality (New York, I95O), pp, IOI4.-O5.
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One of these boys was extremely aggressive and always a dis¬
ruptive factor to the group. He overtly acted out his feelings
toward the male therapist, who did not actively disapprove or re¬
ject his behavior and many of this particular boy's hostile and
destructive reactions went unnoticed by the therapist and the
group, resulting in some ambivalent behavior on the part of this
boy, in this incident, the male therapist was exhibiting complete
acceptance with the focus on remaining an ideal parent person.
This also diminished jealousy among the other members and avoided
aggression on their part.
Group III menhers showed considerable growth in being able
to accept and tolerate an aggressive member, whose inability to
accept the other members from the beginning caused counter re¬
jection from them and counter-hostility on their part. And after
a period of time, most of his acting out behavior was handled by
the other group members in good natured bantering and friendly
ccaiversatlons. His struggle for power which he was able to
demonstrate throu^ physical activity subsided as he became ac¬
ceptable to himself and ta others, and he was able to talk about
rather than act out his feelings.
An additional sign of progress reflected through group ac¬
tivity was a lessened need of group members to shut others out.
There were some Spanish speaking boys in tte group, and they
gradually became socially ccaasclous, reaching the stage where
Spanish was not spoken in the presence of non-Spanish speaking
members.
On the other hand, the group proved too threatening for one
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of the members, and after two sessions he discontinued. Another
boy diagnosed as schizophrenic, came to moat of the sessions but
did not become an Integrated group member because of hla Isolated
activity. It might be Inferred that this paptloular member did
not benefit from the therapy sessions, but it would seem from
his continued attendance that they were meaningful to him.
In general, the aim fcr the members of Group III was to help
them mature; and people mature, mainly, throu^ feelings of
security. Therefore , the acceptance and reassurance offered by
the group and the therapists had been ego strengthening and an
integrating force which Instilled self-assurance and confidence
for the respective group members.
CHiiPTER V
SUMMARY Am C ONC LUSIO NS
Group therapy has been most successful where children were
being treated, and many child guidance clinics are now offering
this type of service in their programs. Sane of the assets of
groiflp therapy are in the area of diagnostic and therapeutic
potential it ies.
The group ther£4)y progran is usually conducted in a free,
permissive environment under the leadership of warm, accepting
adults. This environment is created for the children in order to
counter-act the inhibitive and restraining pressures of their
past experiences. As they act out their behavior, the group
creates a catalytic effect for the members; and they find sup¬
port in one another to reveal their problems.
The first group at the Northside Center was handled jointly
by two of the staff psychiatrists; and after one year, with this
group, it was felt that in order to understand the indications
for and the best application of group therapy, it might be better
to form additional groups at various age levels. The following
year, two new groups were formed. Each group was under the
leadership of a. male and female therapist.
All of the boys participating in the group therapy programs
had received individual therapy prior to entering the groups with
the exception of one. After a period of individual treatment,
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these boys were selected or recommended for the groups by the
therapists who had rendered the individual services. They were
selected on the following criteria; first, those boys who were
threatened by personal contacts In individual therapy but had
shown some c spacity to relate to other children; secondly, those
boys who entered individual therapy with particular types of be¬
havior problems which did not come to the surface in the indi¬
vidual sessions; thirdly, those boys who resisted coming to the
Center for treatment or had sporatic attendance; and finally,
those boys who were having difficulty in peer relationships.
The first grovp was composed of seven boys, four Puerto
Ricans and three Negroes. There were no psychotic boys in this
group, and most of them had been diagnosed as having neurotic
behavior disorders with psychopathic personality in two cases.
During the individual sessions some of these boys reflected severe
and deficient super-ego structure. In the actual group sessions,
they were very slow in accepting each other, Tnhich may have been
due to cultural factors. The aim was feetsto strengthen the ego
which, to some extent, was achieved. In general, soma of the boys
in Group I were helped to attain seme security by social and re-
educative means and to self-esteem through achievement and sup¬
portive attitudes on the part of the two therapists as well as
through the therapeutic experiences within the group.
The second groi:?) was composed of seven boys, five Negroes,
one Puerto Rican and one white boy who joined the group about
the fifth month. AH of these boys were diagnosed as having
neurotic behavior disorders, and all of them were in the latent
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period of development showing confusion around relationships to
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parent-persons and suggesting cultural and sexual conflicts at a
very early age. In the group sessions, they became integrated
and cohesive in a very short period of time, which seemed to have
stemmed from racial and age identity. The friendly, permissive
ard accepting attitudes of the therapists allowed these boys to
talk and act out their feelings without censure. The members had
achieved rapport where they felt secure enough to discuss their
own personal problems in the group sessions . The Group II mem¬
bers reflected a readiness to make use of the group experiences
because they did not seem to have as seriously disturbed ego
structures as the Group I members.
The third group was composed of a mixture of cultural back¬
grounds, three Puerto Ricans, two whites and two Negroes in an
adolescent group. As time passed, the Puerto Rican boys became
the core of this group. Two of the boys were su^estive of
schizophrenic diagnoses at the time of referral, and the others
^were neurotic behavior disorders exhibiting adolescent behavior
with problems at the oedlpal level with much infantile acting
Out and conhuct. This group did; show some growth arid coherence;
and they were able to accept and tolerate an aggressive member
whose struggle for power at .the initial stages was demonstrated
physically but who, through acceptance of himself and others, was
enabled to talk things out.
A ”permlssive atmosphere” prevailed wherein the boys could
play, work or fight. Spontaneous self-expression was encouraged
in a non-directive manner. The meetings were for, the most part.
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activity sessions with the two therapists in each group covering
a considerable amount of interpretation of motives, affect and
correlation.
The caseworkers in the group therapy program were responsible
for the services to parents or guardians of the boys participating
in the program. Over half of the mothers formed positive working
relationships with the caseworkers. In the group therapy program,
the boys accepted the two therapists as parental figures who tried
to become ideal parents possessing all the desirable characteris¬
tics that ths real parents might have lacked.
Some of the problems faced in the groups were* first, the
female therapists could understand no Spanish. In Group I and II
where the Puerto Rican boys were in the majority, language became
a barrier in the early stages of group development. Secondly,
there was a question of proper placement in regards to size ver¬
sus age particularly where a boy in the latent stage was too
large for his age group yet not mature enough for an older group.
Because the groups were flexible, a boy in this predicament
might be shifted from group to group not remaining long enough to
make an adjustment; thirdly, there seemed to have been too many <
aggressive boys in the same, groups, producing at times most un¬
manageable situations.
In view of the summarizing factors, the following conclusions
were drawn: First, that, in group therapy, the attitudes of the
parents, particularly the mother person, play an important part
in the adjustment of the boy to group experience.
Secondly, that because of the langth of time and experimental
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nature, of the group therapy program, the progress shown by some
of the members could not be attributed to the group experience
alone •
Thirdly, that the members, having had longer periods of In¬
dividual therapy as a whole, exhibited less overt hostility
towards the therapists.
Fourth, that, although slight Improvemenb was shown In some
of the boys, they were able to effect some cohesiveness and group
unity which meant they were getting some satisfaction through
grovp contacts.
Fifth, that for diagnostic purposes, groip therapy programs
can be a very useful tool.
Sixth, that the group program not only met some of the boys*
needs, but exposed them to a wider social and physical environ¬
ment; and.
Finally, that although the most withdrawn member did not
seem to benefit, the group did have some meaning and value to
him, as shown by his continued attendance. In general, group
therapy has value for the treatment of some disturbed children
when handled by trained diagnosticians and therapists in the area
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